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KIMPTON AERTSON 

TARIFF  
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EVENT 

ACTIVATIONS  

NOTE: Pricing is based on an estimate and is subject to 

change due to guest count and time of year. All concepts 

are pending availability.  
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There is nothing more “Nashville” than a songwriter round! Bring 

in two or three of Music City’s most successful songwriters who will 

tell the stories behind their biggest hits before performing them 

acoustically for your group. We recommend a cozy setting with 

songwriters in the Woodlea space. Give your group the experience 

of the iconic Bluebird Café right in the Kimpton Aertson! Pricing 

determined by songwriter selection, quantity of songwriters and 

duration of event 

Min: 15 guests | Max: 200 guests  

SONGWRITER ROUNDS, $8,000.00-$15,000.00 

Hip Hues is a locally owned shop in Nashville. We offer a fantastic 

activation that gives guests a quick activity and a great takeaway! 

We work with your team to create custom designs that will be 

printed onto t-shirts, coozies or tote bags by your guests. They 

select a design and perform the print process themselves before the 

ink instantly dries. Pricing determined by product, guest count and 

duration of event. 

Min: 40 guests | Max: 200 guests  

HIP HUES PRINT PRESS, $35.00-40.00 per person 

The Goo Goo Cluster was the first multi-ingredient chocolate bar and 

was invented right here in Nashville! We offer the highly exclusive 

opportunity to have Goo Goo brought onsite to your event for a Goo 

Goo Cluster making station. During your event or during a meeting 

break, guests will mold their chocolate, add their favorite sweet treats 

to their concoction and just a few hours later their final product will be 

boxed up and ready to enjoy! Package includes (1) 4oz custom Goo 

Goo, an assortment of sample desserts and Goo Goo representative. 

Pricing dependent on guest count and duration of event. 

Min: 24 guests | Max: 100 guests  

MAKE YOUR OWN GOO GOO, $75.00-100.00 per 

person 
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The Liquor Lab team can come to your event at the hotel, with all 

of their cocktail equipment and do a themed mixology class for 

you and your guests! The class includes 3 cocktails, paired with 

food provided by the hotel. Think tacos and margaritas, classic 

New York cocktails and New York pizza or bourbon and bbq! 

*Hotel to provide all food and beverage.  

Min: 20 guests | Max: 40 guests  

  

MIXOLOGY CLASS, $105.00 per person 

Let’s get your group ready to boot, scoot and boogie! We can set 

up your very own boot boutique at the hotel during an event or 

registration. Guests are invited to step in the shop, try on boots and 

take home their favorite pair! We can also supplement with 

cowboy hats, Western belts and custom jean fittings! Pricing 

determined by product selection, guest count, duration of event. 

Min: 20 guests | Max: 200 guests  

  

BOOT BOUTIQUE, $215.00+  per person 

Succulent Stations are a fantastic option for a station during your 

welcome reception or a meeting break. Guests visit the stunning 

setup, complete with farmers market style décor, where they will 

select their vessel, succulent and stones. At the end of the event, 

their succulent will be wrapped up and ready to take back to their 

desk. Pricing determined by guest count and duration of event. 

Min: 20 guests | Max: 200 guests  

  

SUCCULENT STATION, $45.00-55.00 per person 
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TEAM 

BUILD ING 

NOTE: Pricing is based on an estimate and is subject to 

change due to guest count and time of year. All concepts 

are pending availability.  
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Being in Nashville, our Build A Guitar program is a fantastic team 

building option that relates to the music industry and gives back to 

local musicians. Your guests are split into teams and start with 

trivia to earn the pieces they need to build a guitar. It’s a 

competition of speed, knowledge and teamwork. Upon 

completion, each of the guitars will be donated to local youth 

pursuing a future in music. Pricing determined by guest count.  

Min: 20 guests | Max: 200 guests  

BUILD A GUITAR, $280.00-300.00 per person 

Looking for a sweet team build? We pair up with Goo Goo Shop 

to bring your guests the yummiest team build they have ever done! 

Your group is split into small teams and they will each make their 

own one-of-a-kind Goo Goo before developing their shop name, 

sales pitch and jingle!  

Min: 20 guests | Max: 50 guests  

GOO GOO TEAM BUILD, $80.00-100.00 per person 

Let’s get your group performing! Some of our favorite local 

songwriters is coming to the hotel to guide your group through a 

fun and interactive songwriting experience. Your group is split into 

teams, given a subject and time to write a song together. Each 

team will have a professional songwriter with them to help make 

their dream come to life. At the end, the professional songwriters 

take the stage performing the songs that your group wrote!  

Min: 20 guests | Max: 500 guests 

SONGWRITER SHOWDOWN, $60.00-80.00 per person 
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Dinner Dash is a great team building meets giveback activity. Your 

group is split into teams and sent off on a hunt in and around the 

hotel. They will have various tasks from taking funny photos and  

having a drink at the bar to team trivia and mini competitions. As 

they complete tasks they are given tickets that they will later 

exchange for food basket items. At the end of the competition, the 

baskets are donated to local families in need.  

Min: 10 guests | Max: 100 guests 

DINNER DASH, $50.00-65.00 per person 

A great way to incorporate a simple giveback is to set up a Build A 

Backpack station at your registration or welcome reception. As 

guests enjoy the event, they are asked to take a moment to fill a 

backpack with school supplies. Backpacks will be donated to area 

youth after your event.  

BUILD A BACKPACK, $50.00-60.00 per person 

We work closely with the families of the Vanderbilt Children’s 

Hospital and are on a mission to help keep their rooms stocked 

with everything a family needs to keep it cozy. Ask each of your 

guests to help assemble a care package for children in the 

hospital, and the packages will be given to children from ages 1 to 

17 staying in the hospital.   

CHILDREN’S HOSPITAL, $30.00-35.00 per person 
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DECOR 

ENHANCEMENTS  

NOTE: Pricing is based on an estimate and is subject to 

change due to guest count and time of year. All concepts 

are pending availability. Final labor and delivery deter-

mined by date and quantity.   
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Playing off of the teals in Woodlea, we bring in 

contrasting darker tones and metallic touches that are 

cohesive with the space.  Add on branded cocktails 

and a foil balloon display to make the space uniquely 

yours! 

BASE PRICE: $9,000.00+   

LOOK ONE  
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For a more whimsical look, this option incorporates 

jewel tones and touches of gold paired with lighter 

accents. Finish the look with unique floral and maybe 

add a sangria wall!   

BASE PRICE: $17,650.00+  

LOOK TWO  
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Investment Overview 

CSI SERVICE DESCRIPTION Qty Hours 

Rate Including 
Tax (per hour or 

per item)  Total Cost  

DÉCOR   

Look One Base Price   
Lounge (Includes 2 sofas, 2 side chairs, 1 coffee 
table, 2 end tables)  1 n/a  $           2,600.00   $                                             2,600.00  
Dining Rounds (Includes: 132" Round linen, 8 place 
settings, 1 centerpiece)  10 n/a  $             390.00   $                                             3,900.00  

Balloon Installation  1 n/a  $             750.00   $                                                750.00  

Branded Cocktails (Hotel to provide cocktails)  80 n/a  $                 7.50   $                                                600.00  

Estimated Labor and Delivery  1 n/a  $           1,150.00   $                                             1,150.00  

Look Two Base Price    
Lounge (Includes 2 sofas, 2 side chairs, 1 coffee 
table, 2 end tables)  1 n/a  $           2,000.00   $                                             2,000.00  
Dining Rounds (Includes: 132" Round linen, 8 place 
settings, 1 centerpiece, 8 dining chairs)  10 n/a  $             650.00   $                                             6,500.00  

4ftx8ft Sangria Wall (Hotel to provide sangria)  1 n/a  $           5,500.00   $                                             5,500.00  

Estimated Labor and Delivery  1 n/a  $           3,650.00   $                                             3,650.00  
NOTES: Above pricing based off of 100 person seated dinner. Pric-
ing subject to change based on guest count, date and specific selec-
tions.      
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THANK YOU FOR THIS  

OPPORTUNITY !  

SUBMITTED BY: 
Heidi Baker 
Senior Business Development Manager 
Heidi.baker@csi-dmc.com 


